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lorraine historical region of france incorporated since january 2016 into the administrative region of grand est created by the treaty of verdun as part
of lotharingia in 843 lorraine was contested by germany and burgundy during the middle ages and fell under french control in the 17th century the
house of lorraine german haus lothringen originated as a cadet branch of the house of metz it inherited the duchy of lorraine in 1473 after the death
without a male heir of nicholas i duke of lorraine lorraine is a cultural and historical region in northeastern france now located in the administrative
region of grand est its name stems from the medieval kingdom of lotharingia 855 959 ad which in turn was named after either emperor lothair i or
king lothair ii lothar was a frankish king the great grandson of charlemagne whose realm was in the part of france that is now called lorraine or in
german lothringen from latin lothari regnum as a given name it has been used in the english speaking world since the late 19th century perhaps due
to its similar sound with laura the charming provincial city is located on the east side of the moselle river between nancy and luxembourg close to
three international borders germany luxemburg and belgium greater metz has a population of 230 000 and is accessible from paris by tgv within 1 20
hours lorraine medieval region present day northeastern france by the treaty of verdun 843 it became part of the realm of lothar i inherited by his son
lothar it became the kingdom of lotharingia after lothar s death it was contested by germany and france and came under german control in 925
located in the northeast of france on the borders of belgium luxembourg and germany lorraine is one of the old historic provinces of france and
europe established in the ninth century as the land of lothair grandson of the emperor charlemagne lorraine historical duchy of western europe and
government region of france originally known as upper lorraine and later simply as lorraine it was formed by the division of lorraine lotharingia into
two duchies in 959 lorraine is a feminine given name which is simply from the name of the region of lorraine in france it has been used in the english
speaking world especially the united states and canada since the franco prussian war during which events brought the region to the north american
public s attention visit lorraine france book hotels flights car hire a century after the first world war the lorraine region is still associated with the
tragic events that took place in the battles in the trenches around verdun lorraine was an irrational patchwork of different sovereignties and
jurisdictions the duke s two largest territories were the duchies of bar and lorraine however in the heart of ducal lands lay three sovereign bishoprics
metz toul and verdun the name lorraine is a girl s name of french origin meaning from the province of lorraine sweet lorraine might just be old
enough to be ripe for reconsideration outside of the industrial cities lorraine is an idyllic pastoral landscape of prairies forests rolling hills lakes rivers
and mineral springs beautiful nature sites vacation retreats in the vosges mountains and belle epoque spa resorts create the perfect setting for a
relaxing holiday what does lorraine mean lorraine as a girls name is pronounced lor ayn it is of french origin and the meaning of lorraine is from
lorraine name of the province in france where joan of arc came from and a family name of french royalty lorraine region of eastern france from
medieval latin lotharingia german lothringen literally lothar s realm the name is given to what originally was a part of the lands assigned to lothair i in
the first division of the carolingian empire at the treaty of verdun 843 c e at 6 05 p m the following day king was standing on the second floor balcony
of the lorraine motel in memphis where he and his associates were staying when a sniper s bullet struck him in the the lord of the rings is an epic high
fantasy novel by j r r tolkien set in middle earth the story began as a sequel to tolkien s earlier work the hobbit but eventually developed into a much
larger work the writing began in 1937 and was published in three volumes in 1954 and 1955 lorraine has far more in the way of historic sites and
places of interest a vacation there is easy to fill with important historical and artistic places the amityville horror based on the supposed haunting of
the lutz family in amityville 1979 s the amityville horror was the first of the ed and lorraine warren movies and also the first of 30 amityville horror
movies and counting to address the contentious real life case the amityville horror was a huge hit upon release despite some brutal alsace lorraine
area comprising the present french départements of haut rhin bas rhin and moselle alsace lorraine was the name given to the 5 067 square miles 13
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123 square km of territory that was ceded by france to germany in 1871 after the franco german war
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lorraine history culture geography map britannica Apr 19 2024
lorraine historical region of france incorporated since january 2016 into the administrative region of grand est created by the treaty of verdun as part
of lotharingia in 843 lorraine was contested by germany and burgundy during the middle ages and fell under french control in the 17th century

house of lorraine wikipedia Mar 18 2024
the house of lorraine german haus lothringen originated as a cadet branch of the house of metz it inherited the duchy of lorraine in 1473 after the
death without a male heir of nicholas i duke of lorraine

lorraine wikipedia Feb 17 2024
lorraine is a cultural and historical region in northeastern france now located in the administrative region of grand est its name stems from the
medieval kingdom of lotharingia 855 959 ad which in turn was named after either emperor lothair i or king lothair ii

meaning origin and history of the name lorraine Jan 16 2024
lothar was a frankish king the great grandson of charlemagne whose realm was in the part of france that is now called lorraine or in german
lothringen from latin lothari regnum as a given name it has been used in the english speaking world since the late 19th century perhaps due to its
similar sound with laura

what you need to know about the lorraine region french moments Dec 15 2023
the charming provincial city is located on the east side of the moselle river between nancy and luxembourg close to three international borders
germany luxemburg and belgium greater metz has a population of 230 000 and is accessible from paris by tgv within 1 20 hours

lorraine alsace lorraine franco german charlemagne Nov 14 2023
lorraine medieval region present day northeastern france by the treaty of verdun 843 it became part of the realm of lothar i inherited by his son
lothar it became the kingdom of lotharingia after lothar s death it was contested by germany and france and came under german control in 925

lorraine regional information and tourist attractions Oct 13 2023
located in the northeast of france on the borders of belgium luxembourg and germany lorraine is one of the old historic provinces of france and
europe established in the ninth century as the land of lothair grandson of the emperor charlemagne
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lorraine summary britannica Sep 12 2023
lorraine historical duchy of western europe and government region of france originally known as upper lorraine and later simply as lorraine it was
formed by the division of lorraine lotharingia into two duchies in 959

lorraine given name wikipedia Aug 11 2023
lorraine is a feminine given name which is simply from the name of the region of lorraine in france it has been used in the english speaking world
especially the united states and canada since the franco prussian war during which events brought the region to the north american public s attention

lorraine france travel guide places to visit and Jul 10 2023
visit lorraine france book hotels flights car hire a century after the first world war the lorraine region is still associated with the tragic events that took
place in the battles in the trenches around verdun

lorraine duchy of encyclopedia com Jun 09 2023
lorraine was an irrational patchwork of different sovereignties and jurisdictions the duke s two largest territories were the duchies of bar and lorraine
however in the heart of ducal lands lay three sovereign bishoprics metz toul and verdun

lorraine baby name meaning origin and popularity May 08 2023
the name lorraine is a girl s name of french origin meaning from the province of lorraine sweet lorraine might just be old enough to be ripe for
reconsideration

14 top rated attractions places to visit in lorraine Apr 07 2023
outside of the industrial cities lorraine is an idyllic pastoral landscape of prairies forests rolling hills lakes rivers and mineral springs beautiful nature
sites vacation retreats in the vosges mountains and belle epoque spa resorts create the perfect setting for a relaxing holiday

lorraine name meaning what does lorraine mean Mar 06 2023
what does lorraine mean lorraine as a girls name is pronounced lor ayn it is of french origin and the meaning of lorraine is from lorraine name of the
province in france where joan of arc came from and a family name of french royalty
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lorraine etymology of the name lorraine by etymonline Feb 05 2023
lorraine region of eastern france from medieval latin lotharingia german lothringen literally lothar s realm the name is given to what originally was a
part of the lands assigned to lothair i in the first division of the carolingian empire at the treaty of verdun 843 c e

martin luther king jr assassination facts history Jan 04 2023
at 6 05 p m the following day king was standing on the second floor balcony of the lorraine motel in memphis where he and his associates were
staying when a sniper s bullet struck him in the

the lord of the rings tolkien gateway Dec 03 2022
the lord of the rings is an epic high fantasy novel by j r r tolkien set in middle earth the story began as a sequel to tolkien s earlier work the hobbit but
eventually developed into a much larger work the writing began in 1937 and was published in three volumes in 1954 and 1955

lorraine tourism visit the lorraine region of france Nov 02 2022
lorraine has far more in the way of historic sites and places of interest a vacation there is easy to fill with important historical and artistic places

every horror movie based on ed lorraine warren s ghost cases Oct 01 2022
the amityville horror based on the supposed haunting of the lutz family in amityville 1979 s the amityville horror was the first of the ed and lorraine
warren movies and also the first of 30 amityville horror movies and counting to address the contentious real life case the amityville horror was a huge
hit upon release despite some brutal

alsace lorraine facts definition history britannica Aug 31 2022
alsace lorraine area comprising the present french départements of haut rhin bas rhin and moselle alsace lorraine was the name given to the 5 067
square miles 13 123 square km of territory that was ceded by france to germany in 1871 after the franco german war
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